NAKAFURANO It is another guidance (part revision bulletin
board) by garbage.
◎"Blanket" （It is a landfill waste until now.）→ "fiber recycling"
The way and cautions to issue
Since neither a blanket with a smell nor the blanket with dirt is recyclable, please
discharge after washing.

（

Please bring to the Nakafurano town office. Tyouminnka

）

An electric blanket is not this object.
The kind of a size and fiber is not asked..

◎"The fertilizer bag, and multi-vinyl and the sheet for kitchen
gardens for kitchen gardens for kitchen gardens"
It is uncollectible garbage until now.→Bulky waste（Sodaigomi）
The way and cautions to issue
It restricts to the thing used in the kitchen garden.
Please remove dirt as much as possible, bind with a string, carry, and be easy.
A recovery day is on Fri., June 29 and Wed., October 31. Registration time is from 9:00
a.m. to noon.
A charge changes to 300 yen every 5 kg.
Payment obtains an after-measurement charge.
Please wash the thing with a "plastic mark" finely and discharge it as "plastic garbage."

◎An inquiry is the Nakafurano town office living environment charge 44-2126.

Collection judgment of "the branch and the tree" was begun from
April 1, 2012.
Thank you for giving cooperation in everyday life in judgment discharge of garbage and
resources. Separate collection of "branch" - "tree" started from April for recycling
promotion of the further recyclable trash. Till then, "branch" - "tree" is a "landfill
waste(sodaigomi)" (a person of 15 cm or more was collecting as a "bulky
waste(umetategomi)".)."Branch" - "tree (trunk)" is crushed and loss in quantity of
garbage and saving of resources are aimed at by recycling.By this, since you can use
"branch" - "tree" effectively, please give me an understanding and cooperation.

Object

○ The "pruning branch", the "trunk" which occur from the domestic yard etc
The kind of trees is not asked. In some cases of a branch, in a state with a leaf may be
sufficient.

○ "Wood" which became unnecessary at home
The wood which disassembled furniture etc. may be sufficient.
However, please be sure to remove metal fittings, a nail, etc.

Outside of an object
×A root with the ground
×A dead leaf, fallen leaves, mown grass
×A skiing board, snow removal tools, etc.
The way and cautions to issue
※It cuts within 1 m.
※It bundles with a string about 1 m in length.
※Although thickness is not asked, it is made the size and weight which can
be carried by people's hand.
At a garbage station, it collects on the 2nd Saturdays every month.
(It will not collect from November in March)
To a resource recovery center, carrying in is possible for the final day days of
the week 13:00-16:30 every month.
The place to place should follow an official's in charge directions.

